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Learning From Home
Suggested Daily Timetable

Suggested
Times

Online Activities Offline Activities

9.00 Comprehension and Grammar Comprehension and Grammar

9.20 Activity 1 - Reading Activity 1 - Reading

9.50 Activity 2 - Spelling Activity 2 - Spelling

10.05 Fruit Break and Storyline Online Fruit Break and listen to someone
read

10.20 Activity 3 - Writing Activity 3 - Writing

11.00 Recess break and play outside (if possible)

11.50 Maths Challenge of the Day Maths Challenge of the Day

12.10 Maths lesson Maths lesson

1.00 Prodigy/Online activity Maths game/Hands on activity

1.25 Lunch break and play outside (if possible)

2.05 KLA Matrix Activity KLA Matrix Activity

3.00 End of school day End of school day





Stage 3 Literacy – Week 10 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Online Learning 

Comprehension and Grammar 

 

Find the daily comprehension and grammar activity on Google Classroom. Read or view the text provided and complete the questions. 

Activity 1 (Reading): 

 

Listen to the audiobook of 

‘Spaghetti Pig Out’ online. A link to 

the text if you wish to read instead 

will be on Google Classroom. 

https://www.youtube.com/wat

ch?v=QKVaT7Jq8bQ   

Activity 1 (Reading): 

 

Complete the comprehension 

activity based on the book 

‘Spaghetti Pig Out’ that you listened 

to yesterday. You will find this in 

your Google Classroom. 

 

Activity 1 (Reading): 

 

Write a summary for the book 

‘Spaghetti Pig Out’ that you listened 

to on Monday. Post this to the 

corresponding activity in your 

Google Classroom. 

   

Activity 1 (Reading): 

 

Imagine you are a newspaper 
reporter writing about ‘The Great 
Spaghetti Pig Out’. A blank 
newspaper article is in your Google 
Classroom for you to fill in. Don’t 
forget to create an attention-
grabbing headline and to change 
the picture. Then submit it. 

Activity 1 (Reading): 

 

Complete a review of the story 

‘Spaghetti Pig Out’. Make sure you 

give it a rating out of ten and 

explain why you gave it this rating. 

Activity 2 (Spelling): 

 

Write out your spelling words for 

this week TWICE in your workbook. 
1. rain 
2. than 
3. wore 
4. inside 
5. along 
6. across 
7. packed 
8. early 
9. serve 
10. walking 
11. running 
12. sudden 
13. anything 
14. inactive 
15. indoors 

Activity 2 (Spelling): 

 

Roll and Spell.  

Roll a dice for each of your spelling 

words. What you rolled will tell you 

how to write your word. A copy of 

what each dice roll means is in this 

booklet and in Google Classroom. 

 

Take a photo and post to the 

corresponding Google Classroom 

activity. 

Activity 2 (Spelling): 

 

Dictionary Dig: Find 5 adjectives 

that end with the letter ‘t’. 

 

Take a photo or type them and post 

to the corresponding Google 

Classroom activity. 

Activity 2 (Spelling): 

 

Make a word cloud of your spelling 

words using Word It Out online: 

https://worditout.com/word-

cloud/create  

 

Screenshot your created word 

cloud and post to the 

corresponding Google Classroom 

activity. 

Activity 2 (Spelling): 

 

Complete your online spelling test 

in Google Classroom. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QKVaT7Jq8bQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QKVaT7Jq8bQ
https://worditout.com/word-cloud/create
https://worditout.com/word-cloud/create


Fruit Break and Storyline Online: 

 

Eat something fresh and enjoy 

‘Lotus and Feather’- 

https://storylineonline.net/books/lot

us-and-feather/  

Fruit Break and Storyline Online: 

 

Eat something fresh and enjoy ‘My 

Rotten Redheaded Older Brother’- 

https://storylineonline.net/books/my

-rotten-redheaded-older-brother/  

Fruit Break and Storyline Online: 

 

Eat something fresh and enjoy ‘No 

mirrors in my Nana’s House’ - 

https://storylineonline.net/books/no-

mirrors-in-my-nanas-house/  

Fruit Break and Storyline Online: 

 

Eat something fresh and enjoy 

‘Please Please the bees’- 

https://storylineonline.net/books/ple

ase-please-bees/  

Fruit Break and Storyline Online: 

 

Eat something fresh and enjoy 

‘Private I, Guana’- 

https://storylineonline.net/books/pri

vate-i-guana/  

Activity 3 (Writing): 
 

What would you ask? 

Think of someone you would like to 

write a biography about. They could 

be someone really famous or 

someone not known by many 

people. They may be someone who 

lived a long time ago. 

Write 10 questions you could ask 

them in an interview. (It doesn’t 

matter if they are no longer alive, 

just imagine that you could ask 

them these questions). 

Upload these questions to Google 

Classroom. 

Activity 3 (Writing): 
 

An Informative Documentary. 

Imagine you are going to create an 

informative documentary. Choose a 

real-life subject for the 

documentary. It could be a person, 

a place, an animal (even your pet) 

or something else. 

1. Decide who your audience is. 

How are you going to get them 

and keep them interested? 

2. Sketch some images or find/take 

some images for the start of your 

documentary. Remember you 

want to have your audience 

interested. You will need about 

10 images. 

3. Hold onto these for tomorrow’s 

activity. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Activity 3 (Writing): 
 

Continuing the work from 

yesterday, write a voice over to be 

read out loud with your images. A 

voice over is the words spoken by a 

narrator. The audience hears the 

words but does not see who 

speaks them. 

Your voice over should give the 

person watching the images 

information about them. 

Hold onto this voice over and your 

images for tomorrow’s activity. 

 

 

Activity 3 (Writing): 
 

Use Google Slides to place your 

images from Tuesday, one per 

slide. In the spot at the bottom 

where it says ‘Click to add 

speakers notes’ add what you 

would voice over each image with 

from what you came up with 

yesterday. 

 

For example, you might have a 

picture of your dog on the first slide. 

And in the speakers notes section 

you might write – This is my dog 

Mya, she is a five year old 

wolfhound cross. You are about to 

hear all about this amazing animal 

as you embark on a journey 

through her life in this slideshow. 

 

Upload your Google Slides 

documentary to the corresponding 

Google Classroom activity. If you 

can record your notes using an 

audio recorder and insert them onto 

your slideshow, you are welcome to 

do so, this is not necessary though, 

just an added extra. 

Activity 3 (Writing): 
 

Write a TEEC paragraph about the 

subject of your documentary from 

this week. It should be a 4 

sentence TEEC paragraph. 

Remember TEEC stands for: 

T = Topic Sentence 

E = Explain. Give detail about your 

topic sentence 

E = Example. Give a fact or statistic 

to back up what you’ve said. 

C = Conclusion. Sum up the 

paragraph. 

When you’ve finished writing, edit 

and publish your TEEC paragraph. 

Then submit it on Google 

Classroom.  

 

https://storylineonline.net/books/lotus-and-feather/
https://storylineonline.net/books/lotus-and-feather/
https://storylineonline.net/books/my-rotten-redheaded-older-brother/
https://storylineonline.net/books/my-rotten-redheaded-older-brother/
https://storylineonline.net/books/no-mirrors-in-my-nanas-house/
https://storylineonline.net/books/no-mirrors-in-my-nanas-house/
https://storylineonline.net/books/please-please-bees/
https://storylineonline.net/books/please-please-bees/
https://storylineonline.net/books/private-i-guana/
https://storylineonline.net/books/private-i-guana/


Offline Learning 

Comprehension and Grammar 

 

Complete the daily comprehension and grammar activity in your booklet. Read or view the text provided and complete the questions. 

Activity 1 (Reading): 
 

Read a book to a family member. 

Discuss the book with them, 

including the main events and 

different ways you could finish the 

story. 

Activity 1 (Reading): 
 

Read the story ‘Smart Ice Cream’ 

found in this work booklet. 

Activity 1 (Reading): 
 

Write a summary for the book 

‘Smart Ice Cream’ that you read 

yesterday.  

   

Activity 1 (Reading): 
 

Rewrite the story ‘Smart Ice Cream’ 

as a children’s picture book. Make 

sure you simplify the story and 

include pictures.  

Activity 1 (Reading): 
 

Complete a review of the story 

‘Smart Ice Cream’. Make sure you 

give it a rating out of ten and 

explain why you gave it this rating. 

Activity 2 (Spelling): 

 

Write out your spelling words for 

this week TWICE in your workbook. 

1. rain 
2. than 
3. wore 
4. inside 
5. along 
6. across 
7. packed 
8. early 
9. serve 
10. walking 
11. running 
12. sudden 
13. anything 
14. inactive 
15. indoors 

Activity 2 (Spelling): 

 

Roll and Spell.  

 

Roll a dice for each of your spelling 

words. What you rolled will tell you 

how to write your word. A copy of 

what each dice roll means is in this 

booklet. Write them in your 

workbook. 

 

Activity 2 (Spelling): 

 

Dictionary Dig. 

 

Find 5 adjectives that end with the 

letter ‘t’. Write them into your 

workbook. 

 

Activity 2 (Spelling): 

 
Alphabetical Order. 

Write your words out in alphabetical 

order in your workbook. 

Activity 2 (Spelling): 

 
Ask an adult to give you your 

spelling test. 

Fruit Break and Storyline Online: 

 
Eat something fresh and get a 

family member in your home or 

over the phone to read you a story.   

Fruit Break and Storyline Online: 

 
Eat something fresh and get a 

family member in your home or 

over the phone to read you a story.   

Fruit Break and Storyline Online: 

 
Eat something fresh and get a 

family member in your home or 

over the phone to read you a story.   

Fruit Break and Storyline Online: 

 
Eat something fresh and get a 

family member in your home or 

over the phone to read you a story.   

Fruit Break and Storyline Online: 

 
Eat something fresh and get a 

family member in your home or 

over the phone to read you a story.   



Activity 3 (Writing): 

 

What would you ask? 

Think of someone you would like to 

write a biography about. They could 

be someone really famous or 

someone not known by many 

people. They may be someone who 

lived a long time ago. 

Write 10 questions you could ask 

them in an interview. (It doesn’t 

matter if they are no longer alive, 

just imagine that you could ask 

them these questions). 

Write these questions in your 

workbook. 

Activity 3 (Writing): 

 

An Informative Documentary. 

Imagine you are going to create an 

informative documentary. Choose a 

real-life subject for the 

documentary. It could be a person, 

a place, an animal (even your pet) 

or something else. 

1. Decide who your audience is. 

How are you going to get them 

and keep them interested? 

2. Sketch some images or find 

some photos for the start of 

your documentary. Remember 

you want to have your 

audience interested. You will 

need about 10 images. 

3. Hold onto these for tomorrow’s 

activity. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Activity 3 (Writing): 

 

An Informative Documentary. 

Continuing the work from 

yesterday, write a voice over to be 

read out loud with your images. A 

voice over is the words spoken by a 

narrator. The audience hears the 

words but does not see who 

speaks them. 

Your voice over should give the 

person watching the images 

information about them. 

Hold onto this voice over and your 

images for tomorrow’s activity. 

 

 

Activity 3 (Writing): 

 

Using your workbook, organize 

your images (one per page) from 

Tuesday. Underneath write what 

you would voice over each image 

with from what you came up with 

yesterday, so it looks like a 

presentation/storyboard. 

 

For example, you might have a 

picture of your dog on the first 

page. And underneath you might 

write – This is my dog Mya, she is a 

five year old wolfhound cross. You 

are about to hear all about this 

amazing animal as you embark on 

a journey through her life in this 

presentation. 

Activity 3 (Writing): 

 

Write one paragraph about the 

subject of your documentary from 

this week. It should be a 4 

sentence TEEC paragraph. 

Remember TEEC stands for: 

T = Topic Sentence 

E = Explain. Give detail about your 

topic sentence 

E = Example. Give a fact or statistic 

to back up what you’ve said. 

C = Conclusion. Sum up the 

paragraph. 

When you’ve finished writing, edit 

and publish your paragraph. 

 

 

































TEEC – STRUCTURE 
Paragraph writing 

TOPIC 
Introduce your topic and make a point 
about the topic by stating the main 
idea.  
First of all... 
There are many reasons why...  
To begin with... 
Evidence suggests... 
It is obvious that... 
Have you ever thought about...? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
EXPLAIN 
Elaborate and explain your topic 
sentence by providing more 
information.  
This tells us... 
It appears that... 
It’s obvious that... 
As a result... 
It is clear that... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXAMPLE/S 
Support your point by providing 
examples, evidence or quotes.   
For example... 
Research shows... 
This is supported by... 
This is demonstrated by... 
Some examples to support this... 
QUOTE.. as you can see... (make sure you explain 
it’s relevance) 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

CONCLUDE 
Conclude your paragraph by 
summarising your topic sentence and 
points raised.   
In conclusion... 
It is evident that... 
Evidently... 
This demonstrates... 
Therefore, it can be said... 
(Insert rhetorical question) 
(Restate the topic sentence) 

 

 

 

 

 

 





Stage 3 Mathematics – Week 10 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Online 
Activity 1 (Challenge of the Day): 
 

Brain Booster Number 1 
 

Activity 1 (Challenge of the Day): 
 

Brain Booster Number 2 
 

Activity 1 (Challenge of the Day): 
 

Brain Booster Number 3 
 

Activity 1 (Challenge of the Day): 
 

Brain Booster Number 4 
 

Activity 1 (Challenge of the Day): 
 

Brain Booster Number 5 
 

Activity 2: 
 

Perimeter 
Calculating the perimeter of a range 

of 2D shapes 
 

Activity 2: 
 

Area 
Calculating the perimeter of regular 

2D shapes 

Activity 2: 
 

Angles 
Identifying a range of angles 

Activity 2: 
 

Triangles 
Naming the type of triangles and 

calculating missing angles 

Activity 2: 
 

Position 
Reading co-ordinates and 
interpreting grid references 

 
Activity 3:  
 

Interactivate: Perimeter Explorer 
(shodor.org) 

 
Click “draw new shape” to get new 

shapes.  

Activity 3: 
 

Area Shape Game - Early 
Geometry Math Game for kids 

(sheppardsoftware.com) 

Activity 3: 
 

Measuring Angles | Math 
Playground 

Activity 3:  
 

Interactive Triangles 
(mathsisfun.com) 

Activity 3:  
 

Coordinates Alien Attack - 
Mathsframe 

 
Select one quadrant 

Activity 4: 
Offline/Hands on  
Draw a birds-eye view of your 
bedroom.  
Use a tape measure to measure the 
length of the sides of your room.  
Use these measurements to work 
out the perimeter of your bedroom. 
Extension: can you do this for other 
rooms in your house?  

 
 

Activity 4: 
Offline/Hands on  
Use the map you drew of your 
bedroom yesterday. 
Use the length and breadth of your 
bedroom to work out the area.  
Extension: can you do this for other 
rooms in your house? 

Activity 4: 
Offline/Hands on  
Look around your house and 
identify all of the different angles. 
Items that have angles can include: 
the hands on a clock, the corners of 
your fridge, when you open your 
fridge, the legs of chairs, opening a 
cupboard, lounges, doorways, 
opening a door, opening a book etc.  
Are they acute, obtuse, reflex, 
straight etc? Can you change the 
angle so it is a different size?  
 

Activity 4: 
Offline/Hands on 
Practice your 7 times tables using 
the chatterbox.  
 
 

Activity 4: 
Offline/Hands on 
Play a game of battleships with a 
family member/carer. There are 
paper copies attached for you.  
 
Draw 4 battleships: 
1 x 2 spaces 
2 x 3 spaces 
1 x 4 spaces 
 
The aim of the game is to try and hit 
your opponent’s ships and sink 
them before they sink yours.  
 
 

http://www.shodor.org/interactivate/activities/PerimeterExplorer/
http://www.shodor.org/interactivate/activities/PerimeterExplorer/
https://www.sheppardsoftware.com/math/geometry/area-shape-game/
https://www.sheppardsoftware.com/math/geometry/area-shape-game/
https://www.sheppardsoftware.com/math/geometry/area-shape-game/
https://www.mathplayground.com/measuringangles.html
https://www.mathplayground.com/measuringangles.html
https://www.mathsisfun.com/geometry/triangles-interactive.html
https://www.mathsisfun.com/geometry/triangles-interactive.html
https://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/resource/469/Coordinates-Alien-Attack
https://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/resource/469/Coordinates-Alien-Attack


Stage 3 Mathematics – Week 10 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Offline 
Activity 1 (Challenge of the Day): 
 

Brain Booster Number 1 
 

Activity 1 (Challenge of the Day): 
 

Brain Booster Number 2 
 

Activity 1 (Challenge of the Day): 
 

Brain Booster Number 3 
 

Activity 1 (Challenge of the Day): 
 

Brain Booster Number 4 
 

Activity 1 (Challenge of the Day): 
 

Brain Booster Number 5 
 

Activity 2: 
 

Perimeter 
Calculating the perimeter of a range 

of 2D shapes 
 

Activity 2: 
 

Area 
Calculating the perimeter of regular 

2D shapes 

Activity 2: 
 

Angles 
Identifying a range of angles 

Activity 2: 
 

Triangles 
Naming the type of triangles and 

calculating missing angles 

Activity 2: 
 

Position 
Reading co-ordinates and 
interpreting grid references 

 
Activity 3: 
Offline/Hands on  
Draw a birds-eye view of your 
bedroom.  
Use a tape measure to measure the 
length of the sides of your room.  
Use these measurements to work 
out the perimeter of your bedroom. 
Extension: can you do this for other 
rooms in your house?

 

Activity 3: 
Offline/Hands on  
Use the map you drew of your 
bedroom yesterday. 
Use the length and breadth of your 
bedroom to work out the area.  
Extension: can you do this for other 
rooms in your house?  

Activity 3: 
Offline/Hands on  
Look around your house and 
identify all of the different angles. 
Items that have angles can include: 
the hands on a clock, the corners of 
your fridge, when you open your 
fridge, the legs of chairs, opening a 
cupboard, lounges, doorways, 
opening a door, opening a book etc.  
Are they acute, obtuse, reflex, 
straight etc? Can you change the 
angle so it is a different size?  
 

Activity 3: 
Offline/Hands on 
Practice your 7 times tables using 
the chatterbox.  
 
 

Activity 3: 
Offline/Hands on 
Play a game of battleships with a 
family member/carer. There are 
paper copies attached for you.  
 
Draw 4 battleships: 
1 x 2 spaces 
2 x 3 spaces 
1 x 4 spaces 
 
The aim of the game is to try and hit 
your opponent’s ships and sink 
them before they sink yours.  
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

Monday 
Perimeter 

 
 
 
 





Perimeter 

Calculate the perimeter of the below shapes. The shapes are not drawn to scale.  

1.  

 
 

2.  

 
3.  

 
 

4.  

 

Perimeter is a measurement of the outside of a closed shape. Some people find it helpful to imagine it as a fence or path 
around the outside of the shape.  
 
To calculate the perimeter of an object, you need to add up the lengths of each of the shape’s sides. 

 
It’s very important that you remember to include the unit of measurement at the end of your answer eg cm or m 

3cm 

6cm 
Perimeter = adding the lengths of all 4 sides of the 
rectangle 

P = 6cm + 6cm + 3cm + 3cm 

P = 18cm 

4cm 

Perimeter = adding the lengths of all 4 sides of the square 

P = 4cm + 4cm + 4cm + 4cm 

P = ________ 

Equilateral 
triangle 

2.5m 
Perimeter = adding the lengths of all 3 sides of the triangle 

P = 2.5m + 2.5m + 2.5m 

P = ________ 

Perimeter = adding the lengths of all 4 sides of the 
trapezium 

P = ______________________________ 

P = ________ 

6m 

5m 

4.5m 



28 m

1.

53 m

square 36 m

2.

36 m

square

3. 4.

5. 6.

Perimeter

36 m 43 m

31 m 31 m

24 m

21 m 37 m

32 m 32 m

44 m 44 m

58 m

32 m 32 m

51 m

quadrilateral trapezoid

rhombus isoceles
triangle

Formula =  

Perimeter =

Formula =  

Perimeter =

Formula =  

Perimeter =

Formula =  

Perimeter =

Formula =  

Perimeter =

Formula =  

Perimeter =

Name: Date:

Not to scale



rectangle

26 m

14 m

1.

43 m

2.

parallelogram

57 m

27 m

3. 4.

5. 6.

16 m

27 m

Name: Date:

PErimeter

equilateral
triangle

regular
octagon

regular
pentagon

Formula =  

Perimeter =

Formula =  

Perimeter =

Formula =  

Perimeter =

Formula =  

Perimeter =

Formula =  

Perimeter =

Formula =  

Perimeter =

23 m

regular
hexagon

Not to scale



4

1. The measurements shown are for one of the 
Year 1 classrooms. 

What is the perimeter of the room? 

2. A book had a perimeter of 68cm. 

The length of the book is 22cm. 

What is the width?

3. An envelope is 18cm wide and 7cm long. 

What is the perimeter? 

4. Jamie will run around the perimeter of the school grounds. 
The length is 120m and the width is 130m. 

How far will Jamie run?

5. Jen has laid some new grass. She needs to run 
rope around the outside of the grass to keep people off. 

How much rope will she need?

6. Tom is going to fence a horse paddock on his property. 
He needs to make sure he knows the perimeter of the 
paddock, so he can figure out the cost of the fencing. 

What is the total perimeter that he will fence? 

12 m

8 m

22 cm

? cm

15m

9m

7m

12m

28m
37m

20m

50m

34m







 
 
 

Tuesday 
Area 

 
 
 
 





Area 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Calculate the area of the below shapes. 

1.  

 
2.  

 
 

3.  

 

Area is the total surface of a shape. When we calculate area, the answer always ends with the unit of measurement and 
the squared symbol. e.g. 2m² 
 
We can calculate area by counting grids (if available).  
 
 
 
 
However, we are not always given grids. We can calculate the area of a rectangle or square using the formula; 
Area = Length x Width 

 
It’s very important that you remember to include the unit of measurement at the end of your answer, together 

with the squared symbol (a small 2) eg cm² or m² 

 

Area = the total surface of the shape 

A = counting the grids 

A = 13cm² 

Breadth 
3cm 

Length 
6cm 

Area = the total surface of the shape 

A = length x breadth 

A = 6cm x 3cm  

A = _______  

Don’t forget the notation at the end (cm²) 

 

Breadth 
4m 

Area = the total surface of the shape 

A = length x breadth 

A = 4m x 4m 

A = ________ 

Don’t forget the notation at the end (m²) 

 
Length 

4m 



Measuring Area with Informal Units - Worksheet

DateName

Area - Informal Units

Use the square grid to compare and measure the area of each of the four shapes.1

Red

G
re

en
Blue

Purple

a)  How many squares cover the red square?       

b)  How many squares cover the purple rectangle?       

c)  How many squares cover the green rectangle?       

Write a 1 on the shape with the largest area. Write a 2 on the shape with 
the next largest area. Keep going until all the shapes are numbered. 

2

AREA



10 cm

1.

10 cm

Square 15 m

2.

15 m

Square

25 cm

3.

25 cm

Square 45 mm

4.

45 mm

Square

110 mm

5.

110 mm

Square 12 km

6.

12 km

Square

AREA – Squares

Formula 

=

= 

Formula 

=

= 

Formula 

=

= 

Formula 

=

= 

Formula 

=

= 

Formula 

=

= 

Name: Date:

Not to scale



Rectangle

15 m

5 m

1.

Rectangle

12 cm

8 cm

2.

Rectangle

25 m

10 m

3.

Rectangle

30 mm

14 mm

3.

Rectangle

110 mm

75 mm

5.

Rectangle

50 km

32 km

6.

Name: Date:

Formula 

=

= 

Formula 

=

= 

Formula 

=

= 

Formula 

=

= 

Formula 

=

= 

Formula 

=

= 

AREA – Rectangles

Not to scale



30 m
20

 m
50 m

50
 m

40 m
40 m

60 m

10
 m

Paddock A

Paddock B

Paddock C

Paddock D

Area and Perimeter Paddock Problems
A farmer is planning some new paddocks for their farm. Look at the plans below and 
determine the area and perimeter of each paddock.

NOTE: PADDOCKS NOT TO SCALE.

Paddock A
Perimeter:  

  

Area:  

 

Paddock C
Perimeter:  

  

Area:  

 

Paddock B
Perimeter:  

  

Area:  

 

Paddock D
Perimeter:  

  

Area:  

 

AREA AND PERIMETER

Area and Perimeter Paddock Problems – Worksheet

Name: Date:



 
 
 

Wednesday 
Angles 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 





Angles 

You can often classify an angle as right, acute, obtuse, straight, or reflex without having to know the exact measurement of the 
angle. You can use its basic shape to tell which kind of angle it is. Look at the shape of each angle below and the information 
above to name the angle. Include the properties of the angle (eg less than 90°, more than 90° on the second line). The first 
example has been done for you. 

 

 
 

 

Angles are actually parts of a circle. A circle has 360°. (The tiny circle means degrees.) When you measure the distances 
between the two arms of an angle, that measurement is like a slice out of that 360°.  
There are 6 different types of angles:  

 
We use a protractor to draw and measure angles. When we use a protractor it is important to know how to read it.  

 
You will notice there are two sets of numbers along the edge. This is because angles can open in any direction, but to make 
sure you get the right measurement, you will have to ask yourself an important question: “is this angle greater than or less 
than 90°?” 
If your angle is greater than (obtuse), you should choose the larger numbers, if it is less than, you should choose the smaller 
numbers. 
 



Independent Practice:
Classifying Angles Name:________________________


Classify each of the angles below as Right, Obtuse, or Acute.


Right Angle: Exactly 90° Obtuse Angle: 91° or more Acute Angle: 89° or less


1.


2.


3.


4. 5.


6.

  
7 8 9


7.


8.


9.


10.


11. 12.

  
© TeachThisWorksheet.com



Measuring Angles Using a 180o Protractor - Worksheet

DateName

Measuring Angles Using a 180o Protractor - 1
1. Measure and name each angle on the protractor.

a)        b)

c)        d)

e)        f)

90

measurement:     

name:      

90

measurement:     

name:      

90

measurement:     

name:      

90

measurement:     

name:      

90

measurement:     

name:      

90

measurement:     

name:      

MEASUREMENT AND GEOMETRY



Measuring Angles Using a 180o Protractor - Worksheet

DateName

Measuring Angles Using a 180o Protractor - 2
1. Measure and name each angle on the protractor.

a)        b)

c)        d)

e)        f)

90

measurement:     

name:      

90

measurement:     

name:      

90

measurement:     

name:      

90

measurement:     

name:      

90

measurement:     

name:      

90

measurement:     

name:      

MEASUREMENT AND GEOMETRY
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Triangles 

 
 

 
 





Triangles 

 

 

 
 

 

One of the ways to classify triangles is to look at the lengths of their three sides. This gives us three types of triangles. 
 

 
 

 



Independent Work:
Types of Triangles Name:________________________

Equilateral triangles have three sides that are all the same length.
Isosceles triangles have two sides that are the same length.
Scalene triangles have no sides that are the same length.

Classify each triangle based on the lengths of its sides.

1) 2) 3)

_________________ ________________     _________________

4) 5) 6)

_________________ _________________ _________________

7) 8) 9)

_________________ __________________ __________________

Draw each type of triangle:

10)  Scalene 11) Equilateral 12) Isosceles

__

__
__

__ __
________

______

______

__
__

____

__
__

____
__

__

__ __
__ __

__

__ __

__ __ __ __

__ __
__

© TeachThisWorksheet.com



The Area of a Triangle
We can figure out the area of this rectangle by 
multiplying its length (10m) by its width (5m). In this 
example, the rectangle’s area is 50m2. 
By drawing a diagonal line from point to point on 
this rectangle, we end up making 2 equal right-
angled triangles. But what would the area of this 
shape be?

5 m

10 m
Well, if it’s half the size of the original rectangle, it makes 
sense that the area of this shape should be half of the 
original area, so instead of 50m2 that the rectangle was, 
the triangle is only 25m2. 
We can use that knowledge now to figure out the area of 
all triangles, by imagining that they are half of a larger 
rectangle. On triangles, we so not talk about length and 
width, we talk about base and height, but if we multiply 
the base and the height, and then divide that number by 
2, we will get the area of the triangle.base

height

Use this new idea (base x height)÷2 to Igure out the area of these triangles. 

1.   

2.   

3.   

4.   

5.   

6.   

7.   

8.

5 cm

5 cm

2 m

12 m

3 m

1 m

10 m

12 m

5 mm

4 mm

10 mm4 mm

25 m

20 m

50 cm

20 cm
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Position 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





Position  

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

On a compass the four main points are North, East, South and West. These move around clockwise on a circle (N, E, S, W). 
Halfway between each of these is North-East (NE), South-East (SE), South-West (SW) and North-West (NW). A great way to 
remember the points is Never, Eat, Soggy, Weetbix. 
 

 
We also use a grid-reference system to identify location. Co-ordinates are used when we are reading a map.  
When reading grid-references/co-ordinates we always read the horizontal axis first and then the vertical axis. 
For example, the dogs position is B2.  
The soccer balls position is C4. 
 

 Horizontal axis 

Vertical axis 



Compass Directions — Worksheet

DateName

Compass Directions

1. Follow the compass directions and write what can be found at each location.

a) Start at B1. Move 4 squares north, 4 squares east and 2 squares north east.    
b) Start at G8. Move 3 squares south west, 3 squares south and 2 squares east.    
c) Start at H4. Move 3 squares north west, 4 squares west and 2 squares south.    
d) Start at E5. Move 4 squares south, 3 squares north east and 3 squares south.    
e) Start at E6. Move 2 squares south, 2 squares south west and 3 squares east.     

2. Write compass directions from:

a) the turtle to the penguin

                   

b) the octopus to the whale

                 

c)	 the	fish	to	the	starfish

                 

 
8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

A B C D E F G H

N
NENW

SESW

S

EW

MAPPING



Australian Reef Coordinates

Write the coordinates for the reef animals:

Draw what you see in the coordinates.

StingRay (      ,      ) Fish (      ,      )

Dugong (      ,      ) Shark (      ,      )

Turtle (      ,      ) Jellyfish (      ,      )

( 3 , 1 )

( 11 , 2 )

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1

2

3

visit twinkl.com.au

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resources/australian-resources-3---4-mathematics-measurement-and-geometry/australian-resources-3---4-mathematics-measurement-and-geometry-location-and-transformation/australian-resources-3-4-mathematics-measurement-and-geometry-location-and-transformation-coordinates


1. What are the grid coordinates for Lake Eyre? _____ , _____.

2. What are the grid coordinates for the Great Sandy Desert? _____ , _____.

3. Which natural feature is located at G,7? ____________________________

4. Which natural feature is located at E,5? ____________________________

5. In which direction from Lake Eyre is Uluru located? ___________________

Answer the following questions:

Draw what you would find at the following co-orindates.

E, 5 G, 3 G, 7
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Chatterbox Folding 

InstructionsInstructions 

CD 

With pictures face down, fold 

on both diagonal lines. Unfold. 

Fold all four corners to 

the centre. 

Turn paper over. 

(j) 

Once again, fold all corners to 

the centre. 

® 

Fold paper in half and unfold. 

Fold in half from top to 

bottom. Do not unfold. 

Slide thumbs and forefingers under the squares and move the 

chatterbox bad� and forth to play. 





Multiplication
Chatterbox X7

7 x 5

7 x 9

7 x
 6

7 x
 3

7 x 12

7 x 4

7 x
 7

7 x
 8

blue

pink

ye
llo

w

purp
le





BA

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0
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BA

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0
C D E F G H I J K





KLA BINGO 
Cooking  

Make a deli-

cious sand-

wich! 

PDHPE 

Run on the 

spot, as fast 

as you can 

for 1 minute.  

Life skills 
Help your 

carer/family 

members with 

some chores eg 

vacuum/sweep 

the floor. 

Cooking 
Help your 

parent/carer/

family  
member cook  

dinner for the 

family. 

Life skills 

Make your 

bed. 

Art 

Can you 

make a  

colour wheel 

using house-

hold items? 

STEM 

Make a  

parachute. 

Life skills 

Telephone a 

family  

member and 

make them 

smile.  

PDHPE 

Create an 

obstacle 

course.  

STEM 
Make a paper 

plane and 

challenge 

your family to 

make one.  

PDHPE 

Create a cir-

cuit eg push-

ups, sit-ups, 

star jumps, 

squats etc. 

Art 
Use chalk to 

write a nice 

message or 

draw some pic-

tures on the 

footpath or in 

your driveway. 

Cooking  

Make some 

playdough.  

Life skills 

Play a board 

game/card 

game with a 

family  

member. 

PDHPE 

Put on some 

music and 

play freeze 

with your 

family.  

Creative Arts 

Make a mu-

sical instru-

ment out of 

household 

recyclables/

items. 

PDHPE 

Put on some 

music and 

dance! 

Cooking  

Make break-

fast for your 

parent/carer/

family  

member. 

STEM 

Sit outside 

and find 

some shapes 

in the 

clouds. 

Life skills 

Telephone a 

friend and 

tell them a 

joke.  

STEM 

Go to https://

scratch.mit.edu 

and  

create a  

project. 

Life skills 

Help your 

carer/family 

members 

with some 

chores eg do 

the dishes. 

Art 

Draw a self 

portrait or a 

portrait of a 

family  

member.  

Cooking  

Make some 

pancakes 

with an 

adult.  

STEM 

Make a  

creation out 

of Lego or 

cardboard 

boxes.  

Can you get five in a row? 
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